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Millions of

Years Ago
You see a lot of dinosaurs in movies and on TV

shows. But do you think those are real dinosaurs?

First Dinosaurs Appear

Dino Timeline

MYA=Millon Years Ago

225 MYA 208 MYA

Triassic Period Jurassic Period
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Real dinosaurs are extinct—that means they are dead
and gone forever. Dinosaurs were animals, in the same big
group as birds and crocodiles. They lived on earth a very
long time ago—way before people.

40,000 YEARS AGO
Dinosaurs Become Extinct First People Appear

DINO Basics

Dinos lived

65–225 million

years ago

Dinosaur means

“terrible lizard”

Today

144 MYA

Cretaceous Period

65 MYA
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How do we know dinosaurs really lived
on earth? Scientists called paleontologists

study fossils. Fossils are the remains
of things that lived millions of
years ago. These remains
have become part of
rocks buried in
the earth.

Rocky

Records
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There are many fossils of dinosaur tracks, bones, skin,
and even eggs! In fact, scientists find a new dino fossil about
every six weeks!
Over 700 kinds of dinosaurs have been identified. Most

of them have been found in the past 25 years.
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Dinosaur

Meals

Most kinds of dinosaurs ate only plants. Many of them had
gigantic bodies with huge stomachs. And some had long necks
to reach leafy treetops.
Other kinds of dinos ate only meat—lizards, insects, and other

dinosaurs. Most meat-eaters ran on two feet, rather than four.
They were fast runners, which helped them catch their dinner.
Some meat-eaters were big, but some were as small as chickens!

pOLACANTHUS (plant-eater)
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A few kinds of dinosaurs ate both meat and
plants. They liked variety!

baryonyx (meat-eater)
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